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Animation Boom is an unique animation institute which providesAnimation Boom is an unique animation institute which provides
animation courses, multimedia course, 2d animation, 3d animation inanimation courses, multimedia course, 2d animation, 3d animation in
creative arts. It also offers a range of professional courses in Graphiccreative arts. It also offers a range of professional courses in Graphic
designing, Web designing, Interior designing, Character designing,designing, Web designing, Interior designing, Character designing,
Maya, Vfx. Animation Boom is the centre of animation premesis, whichMaya, Vfx. Animation Boom is the centre of animation premesis, which
provides a platform to students where a professionally work canprovides a platform to students where a professionally work can
compete on a global stage in the Animation and Multimedia Industry. Itcompete on a global stage in the Animation and Multimedia Industry. It
is the foundation for the students of India's booming animationis the foundation for the students of India's booming animation
revolution. A state-of-the-art training facility with access to real-timerevolution. A state-of-the-art training facility with access to real-time
production,good faculty and a world-class curriculum ensuring studentsproduction,good faculty and a world-class curriculum ensuring students
a unique learning experience of animation.a unique learning experience of animation.
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AddressAddress 818 1st Floor Vishal market818 1st Floor Vishal market
Opposite Rajouri GardenOpposite Rajouri Garden
New Delhi 110027New Delhi 110027
Delhi, IndiaDelhi, India

Contact PersonContact Person Manish VohraManish Vohra
Mobile NumberMobile Number
EmailEmail animationboom@gmail.comanimationboom@gmail.com
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creative arts. It also offers a range of professional courses in Graphiccreative arts. It also offers a range of professional courses in Graphic
designing, Web designing, Interior designing, Character designing,designing, Web designing, Interior designing, Character designing,
Maya, Vfx. Animation Boom is the centre of animation premesis, whichMaya, Vfx. Animation Boom is the centre of animation premesis, which
provides a platform to students where a professionally work canprovides a platform to students where a professionally work can
compete on a global stage in the Animation and Multimedia Industry. Itcompete on a global stage in the Animation and Multimedia Industry. It
is the foundation for the students of India's booming animationis the foundation for the students of India's booming animation
revolution. A state-of-the-art training facility with access to real-timerevolution. A state-of-the-art training facility with access to real-time
production,good faculty and a world-class curriculum ensuring studentsproduction,good faculty and a world-class curriculum ensuring students
a unique learning experience of animation.a unique learning experience of animation.
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